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1. INTR~DUCTI~X 
Let k be a totally real subfield of a cyclotomic extension of the rational 
field Q. Denote by S,(k) the subset of the Brauer group Br(k) of h consisting 
of those algebra classes which contain a simple component of the group 
algebraQ[G] of some finite group G. According to the Brauer-Speiser theorem, 
every element of SQ(k) has order at most two in Br(k). When h is the rational 
field Q, the structure of S,(k) h as been determined by Benard [l] and 
Fields [5]. That is, they have shown that every quaternion division algebra 
central over Q appears in some Q[G]. 
Let I be an arbitrary prime number, c a positive integer and & a primitive 
P-th root of unity. In this paper, we completely determine S,(R) when k is 
the maximal totally real subfield k,,, = Q(clC + 4;‘) of the cyclotomic field 
Q(&). Eamely, we shall prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let A be a simple algebra central over k,,, . Then, A appears in 
some Q[G] (up to similarity) if and only ;f (i) A has Hasse invariant 0 or $ at 
every prime p of k,*, , and (ii) for any rational prime p, A has the same Hasse 
invariant at all the primes p of k,,, dividingp. 
Here, we outline the proof of this Theorem. In order to prove the Theorem 
for k,,, = Q (i.e., 1” == 3 or 4), it was enough to consider cyclic algebras 
(cf. [l] and [5]). When k,,, is not the rational field (P > 5), we must deal 
with crossed products. Namely, for each rational prime p which is neither 
the infinite prime CO nor 1, we construct crossed products central over k,,, 
which contain finite multiplicative groups and which are spanned by these 
groups with rational coefficients. It turns out that at least one of these crossed 
products has Hasse invariant + at every prime p of lz,,, dividing p, and 
* This work was done while the author was a research associate at McGillUniversity. 
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possibly fr at I of k,,, dividing 1 and at pm of k,,, dividing co. The construction 
of these crossed products and the computation of their Hasse invariants are 
carried out in Sections 2, 3 and 4. In Section 5, we give a cyclic algebra which 
appears in some Q[G] and which has Hasse invariant =& at every infinite prime 
Pm of ko > and possibly I- at 1 dividing 1. By taking tensor products of the 
above algebras, we see easily that every central simple algebra over K,,, 
which satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of our Theorem, appears in some 
Q[Gl- 
Finally we remark that the statement of this Theorem is not necessarily 
true when k is not a maximal totally real subfield of a cyclotomic field. In fact, 
it will be shown that the assertion of the Theorem does not hold when k is 
a real quadratic field Q( q/-) m such that m is square free and m E 3 (mod 4). 
Notation and Terminology. Throughout this paper, lc > 5, i.e., 
[k,,, : Q] > 1. 2, R and C denote respectively the ring of rational integers, 
the real number field and the complex number field. For a positive integer n, 
5, is a primitive n-th root of unity. The multiplicative group of integers 
modulo n is denoted by 2 modx 11, and its elements are expressed as r modx n, 
(r, n) = 1. For a ring A with the identity 1, AX is the multiplicative group 
consisting of those elements of A which have inverses in A. (a, b, a--) is the 
group generated by a, 6, *... Let K be a finite extension of a field k. For 
a E K, N(K/k, a) is the norm of an over K. If K is normal over K, Q(K/k) 
is the Galois group of K over K. For u E @(K/k) and x E K, x0 is the image 
of x by cr. If K is a finite abelian extension of Q, p a prime of K and Ip a prime 
of K lying above p, then Kp/k, represents the isomorphy type of the com- 
pletion of K/k for ‘$ 1 p. If p is a finite prime, U(K,) denotes the subgroup of 
RpX consisting of roots of unity whose orders are relatively prime to p, p 1 p. 
It is known that U(k,) = (<&, where Q = N(rZ,/Q, , p). For a central 
simple algebra A over k, (A/p) denotes its Hasse invariant at p. It is unique 
modulo 2. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF SIMPLE ALGEBRAS FOR p # 2 
Throughout this section, p is an odd prime number different from 1. Set 
K = Q(& , S,) and k = k,,, = Q(<rc + t;,‘). The cyclotomic field K 
contains the subfields Q(&) and k(&,) such that Q(&) * k(&,) = K and 
Q(&) n k(&,) = k. The Galois group fS(K/Q(&)) (resp. B(K/k(S,)) is 
cyclic and generated by an automorphism p (resp. L) of K such that 
(P(5,c) = 5p 3 P&J = 1,’ (r is primitive mod p), 
L(lJ = 5, , &) = <;I. 
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The Galois group 8 = B(K/k) is the direct product of (y} and (cj, i.e., 
6 = (q~> X (6). Define mappings OL and /3 from 6 x 6 into Kx by the 
following formulas: 
An easy verification shows that oc and p are factor sets of K/k, i.e., 
p(o, T)” * /3(p, UT) = /3(p, u) . ,B(pu, T), p, u, 7 E 6. (In order to check this, 
it is convenient to refer to Zassenhaus [12, III, $81.) Consider the following 
crossed products A == i2(Zc,p) and B = B(P,p) of K/k with its Galois 
group 6, and having the factor sets 01 and p respectively: 
A = (a, K/k) = c Ku, 
UEO 
(direct sum), 
u x E 0 X”U 0 3 %U, = 4% 7) %, (x E K; u, 7 E cc), 
B = (/3, Kjk) = c Kv, (direct sum), 
oec.6 
v),x = Pv, , vu,v, = /3(u, T) v,, . 
From the definition of the factor sets (y. and p, it follows easily that 
v,v, = -5p& , g-1 _ m -- -e1)12, TL2 = I. (4) 
If I is an odd prime number, the elements -1, <rc , 5, , U, and U, generate 
a finite subgroup G = G(P,p) of the multiplicative group A(Zc, p)X, i.e., 
G = C-1, 5tc > 5,, u, , u,). In fact, G contains the normal cyclic subgroup 
Fl = (-1, <lc , 5,) of order 2pZc and G/F, is isomorphic to B(Q(& , &)/ZZ~,,). 
That is, G is an extension of Fl by an abelian group of order 2( p - I), 
having the factor set 01 defined by (1). The crossed product A = A(Zc, p) 
is spanned by G with rational coefficients, i.e., A = {IBEG a,g; a, E $I>. 
So, A is isomorphic to a simple component of the group algebra Q[G]. 
Similarly, the elements -1, & , 4, , vu, and v, generate a finite subgroup 
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H = H(P,p) of B(P,p)X. H is an extension of the normal cyclic subgroup 
Fz = (- 1, & , 5,) by an abelian group isomorphic to @(K/K), having the 
factor set p. B = B(P,p) is isomorphic to a simple component of Q[H]. If 
1 = 2, then G(2”,p) = (& , &,, uo, , u,) is a finite subgroup of A(2”,p)X. 
G(~c, p) is an extension of the normal subgroup I1 = (& , 5,) of order 2cp 
by an abelian group isomorphic to S(Q(& , &J/k,,,), having the factor set CL 
The crossed product A(2”, p) is spanned by G(2”, p) with rational coefficients, 
and so it is isomorphic to a simple component of the group algebraQ[G(2C, p)]. 
By the same reason, H(2”,p) = (?& , &,, v, , v,) is a finite subgroup of 
B(~c, p)X, and the crossed product B(2”, p) is isomorphic to a simple com- 
ponent of Q[H(2c, p)]. Thus we have shown that for every 1 and c and for 
every p (f 2,1), the simple algebras A(P,p) and B(P, p) central over kL,, 
appear in some Q[G]. 
Now we are going to calculate the Hasse invariants of the crossed products 
A = A(P, p) and B = B(P,p). If q is a prime ideal of R,,, which divide 
neither 1 nor p, both A and B have Hasse invariant zero at q, because q is not 
ramified in Q(k , 5,)lkL.c and the factor sets 01 and p consist of roots of unity. 
So, we have 
WC, PM = (WC, PM) = 0, for q-f&p. (5) 
The elements u,w,~ (V = 0, l,..., p - 2; p = 0, 1) are linearly independent 
over K (cf. van der Waerden [9, p. 2111). The elements ((1 - I&) u,JVuLu 
(v = 0, l,..., p - 2; /L = 0, 1) are also linearly independent over K. From (3), 
it follows that 
4l - M %I> = (1 - $) U‘U, = (1 - &i)(-CtO) U,U, ) 
= ((1 - t-p) u.} U‘ . 
Each element of Q(&) (resp. k(&,)) commutes with (1 - &) u, (resp. u,). 
Consequently, we have 
1 8-2 
A = c c KUpl”‘U = c cQ<M - W,){(l - 5,~ u,}y uLu, 
IL=0 v=o 11 Y 
[ 
P-2 
= c %&(1 - 5LC) %J” 
II=0 
].[i Q@J UT] t 
!L=O 
= (((1 - 5,c) uJ-~, k(L)lk p’) Ok (u,2, Q(5Jk 4 
= ((1 - 5J-1 u;-1, KJlk 9’) Ok (1, QGlc)lk, b), 
- (((1 - t-J2 5;1)(D-1)‘2, k(S,)/k, v). 
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Concerning the above isomorphism, we note that the dimension of -4 over li 
is equal to the dimension of the tensor product 
By the same argument, WC have 
Here (1 <,,.)“&’ is an clement of k == k,,, and the principal ideal I =m- 
((1 -- &)%$‘) is the only prime ideal of the integer ring of h dividing I, i.e., 
(1) =_ ~P’(l-1)!‘2 for I + 2, (4 =. p-r for 1 2 
So, r === (1 ~-. <,,)2&” is a prime element of the local field kr . Let fr he the 
smallest positive integer such that I ‘1 =~ 1 (mod p) and set sr =-- (p ~~ l)/fi . 
Then the extension k(&,)‘/k, is nonramified of degreef, and 
A3 (xj, k[ - (7+-y k(<,)‘/k, ) $1), 
B ~3,~ kl - (A 0,; kd CC, (-- 1, k(i,)‘ik’ > ~~9, 
-_ 4 ~6cjlc k, . 
Here we note that (- 1, k(l,)‘/kl , @) N I, because k(i&,)‘/kl is nonramified 
and -1 is a unit. From the definition of Hasse invariant, it follows that the 
Hasse invariants of the crossed products =3 = .4(Z’,p) and B := B(Z”,p) 
at I are equal to 
An easy verification shows that if the Legendre symbol (I/p) is equal to 1, 
then gr is an even number, and if (Z/p) == --I, then g, is odd. Hence, for 
the prime ideal I(1 1 I) of k,,, , we have 
41c, P) 
t-- 
j _ ( W, P) 
1 \I i = 1;; 
if (Z/p) -= I, 
if (Z/p) = -1. (6) 
For the case 1 = 2, this equation can be written as follows: 
because we have the formula (2/p) - - ( -I)(lJ”-l)iS (cf. [7, p. 921). 
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Let pm be an infinite prime of k = k,,, . We see easily that 
A(P, p) Ok kpm - (7r(“-1)‘2, k(~,p/kpm , qtp-1)‘2), 
g (T+)‘~, C/R, p), (p(d=i) = -d-l), 
B(l”, p) Oh kpm - (-,(y-1)‘2, C/R, P), 
,(P-u/2 > 0, if p = 1 (mod 4), 
&P--l)/2 < 0, if p= --1(mod4). 
Hence, for any infinite prime no0 of k,,, , we have 
if p = 1 (mod 4), 
if p s -1 (mod 4), 
BP, P) _ (-- )-I 
4, if p E 1 (mod 4), 
P= 0, if p- --1(mod4). 
(8) 
(9) 
The computation of the Hasse invariants of A and B at p of K dividing p, 
is rather complicated, so we will carry this out in the next section. 
3. THE HASSE INVARIANTS AT p 
Throughout this section, p denotes a prime ideal of k = k,,, dividing p, 
f the smallest positive integer such that 
pf E 1 (mod 2”). (10) 
Set 
g’f = (I - 1) zc-1 = f$(zq, for Z # 2, (11) 
g’f = 2c-1 = yJ(2C), for Z = 2. (12) 
For simplicity, we write A(Zc, p),, = A(ZC, p) &kp and B(ZC, p)p = 
B(Zc, p) Gkkp . We use the same notation as in Section 2. 
LEMMA 1. For an integer n such that 0 < n < Zc, write n = vZS, (v, I) = 1. 
Then I”-” divides the binomial coeficient (z). 
Proof. Set N = (f). Then, N = (Z”/n)t, where t = (r::), and so, 
nN = let. From this, the assertion follows immediately. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that Z # 2. If Y is a primitive root mod I”, i.e., 
(r modx Zc> = Z modx Zc, then r is aZso a primitive root mod 1. 
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Proof. If rt .=E 1 (mod I) for some t E 2, write Y’ = 1 -b Zw, w E Z. Then, 
rtf-l = (1 $ ZW)“~~ ;z 1 (mod IT), as easily follows from Lemma 1. Hence, 
(I - 1) P1 divides d-l, and so I -- 1 divides t. 
hMMA 3. Suppose that Z f 2. If f is odd, then p splits into two primes in 
Q(&,). Iff is even, then p is inertial in Q(&). g ’ is odd if and only if the Legendre 
symboZ (p/E) is equal to -- 1. 
Proof. We identify the Galois group 6 = @(Q(&)/Q) with the multi- 
plicative group Z modx Zc. The decomposition group K of p in 6 is the cyclic 
group (p modx 1”). Since Q(Q(&)/k,,,) = (-1 modx I”), p is inertial in 
Q(&,)/klSC if and only if -1 modx Zc E (p modx EC). As Z modx 1” is cyclic of 
order (2 - 1) Zepl, -1 modx EC is the only element of order 2. Recall that f is 
the order of the cyclic subgroup (p modx Zc) of Z modx 1”. Hence f is even, 
if and only if -1 modx 1” E (p modx I”). As to the last assertion of Lemma 3, 
we note that g’ is odd if and only if t is odd, where p = rt (mod I”) and r is 
a primitive root mod I’. From Lemma 2, it follows readily that t is odd if and 
only if (p/Z) = -1. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that 1 = 2. If p :$ --I (mod 29, then p splits into 
two primes in Q(&), and if p 5 ~ 1 ( mod 29, then p is inertial in Q(&). Let g 
be the number of the prime ideals of kz,c which divide p. i’f p -: f 1 (mod S), 
then g is even, and ifp = &5 ( mod 8), then g = 1, i.e., p is inertial in k,,,/Q 
(c > 3). If p + & 1 (mod 29, then pf F 1 (mod 2” +l). 
Proof. We know that Z modx 2” = (( -l)i . 5’ modX 2c; i = 0, 1, 
j = 0,l ,...I 2~-3 - 1) (cf. [7, 1). 781). An easy verification shows that 
- 1 modx 2” t (( -l)i 5’ modx 2”) if and only if i = 1, j :-= 0. Since 
6(Q(&ac)/Q) = ZmodX 2” and @(Q(J&)/k,,,) = (-1 modX 2’), p(p /p) is 
inertial in Q(&)/kz,e if and only if --1 modx 2’ E (p modx 29, i.e., if and 
only ifp = -1 (mod 2’). We note that (-l)i 5’ = 55 (mod 8) if and only 
if j is odd. In this case, the cyclic group (( -l)i . 5’ modx 2”’ has order 2c--2, 
and -- 1 modx 2” 6 (( - l)i . 5j modx 2”). From this, it is easily verified that 
ifp LI 15 (mod 8) thenp is inertial in k,,,/Q, i.e.,g = 1. Ifp =e -1 (mod 2”), 
theng = 2c-2 and this is even. Ifp +: -1 ( mod2C)andp += (-l)i .5j--.e &I 
(mod 8), then j is even and so the order of (p modX 2”) is at most 2e-3. 
Consequently, 4 divides g’ and 2 divides g. If p 7 I (- I)i . 5i $ * 1 (mod 2”), 
j = 2%, (2, v) = I, then 0 < h < c - 2 and the order f of <p modx 2’) 
is equal to 2e-2-A(2-r. 2). Write p z-m- ( -I)i 5’ + ~2~, s E Z. By Lemma 1, 
it is easily verified that 
pr 1 ((-l>i . 5j + s2c)2C-2-A ~g 5”;-‘a F 1 (mod 2,‘-l). 
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LEMMA 5. If p is any prime ideal of Q(&) dividing p, then q is totally 
ramified in QGc , MQ(5d P is also totally ramijed in kl,,([,)/klSC . 
Proof. This lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 6. Let y be a rational prime number, and LB and F,, be $nite 
extension fields of the y-adicjeld Q, with the maximal ideals 9J and t) respectively 
such thatLg IF, . Set W-&IQ,, ‘1)) = yh, N(F,IQ, , s> = yd, u&d =G,hd 
and U(F,) = (<yd-l). Th en, an element x of U(F,,) belongs to N(Lg/Ij;, , Lgx), 
if and only if x belongs to N(Lg/F,, , U(Lg)). 
Proof. Let e be the ramification index of 9 over q. Then, E = Ft)([& 
is the maximal unramified extension of F,, in L, , and [LI, : E] = e. Since 
N(E/F, , &+r) is a primitive ( yd - 1)-th root of unity, we can assume that 
&p-1 = N(E/F,, , &,h-r). It is well-known that every element z of L,X has a 
unique expression 
z = ?rsS;n-lp; s E 2, r modyh - 1, p: principal unit of Lg , 
where n is a prime element of Lg . Hence we have 
N(L$‘) = {N(rr)“[$-,N(p); s E 2, r mod yh - 1, p: principal unit of Lg}, 
where N denotes the norm of& over Fv . We see that N(n)8~$-1N(p) is a unit 
of FI, if and only if s = 0, and that N(p) is a principal unit of F,, . From these 
facts, the assertion of Lemma 6 easily follows. 
Now we proceed to calculate the Hasse invariants of A(lC, p) and B(P, p) 
at p. Assume first that p splits into two primes in Q(&,)/k,,, . Then we have 
@W/&J = WWQ(5,Jv) = QWQ(5,dh 
9-2 
-W, P& = W, P) 01, k, - c K%*, 
v=o 
= (u:-‘, Kv/kv , Y>, 
= (&$‘-1)‘2, Kv/kv , p), (13) 
v-2 
B(lC, P)~ = B(P, p) C& k, - c KPv,“, 
v=O 
= (-[,‘“-1”2, Kv/kv , v), 
- C-1, Wk, > d O+, 41c> ~)p , ( 14) 
where K = Q(& , &,), k = k,,, , u,“-’ and v,“-’ are given by (3) and (4). 
Denote by U(KV) the set of roots of unity contained in KV, whose orders are 
@I/23/2-12 
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relatively prime top. Then U(Kp) is the cyclic group generated by a primitive 
(pf - 1)-th root of unity i&r . Since &P/k, is totally ramified of degree 
p -- 1, the image N(Wjk, , U(Kp)) of U(P) by the norm of IP over 
k, is (<E&j. We summarize 
U(fq = (b&J, N(KP/k, , U(f3’)) = (<;r_‘,;:. (15) 
Suppose that 1 f 2. Then we see easily that i$(aP1)i2 E N(Kpjk, , U(W)), 
becausepf - 1 = 0 (P) and the 1 part ofp ~ 1 is equal to that of (p -- 1)/2. 
Hence A(P,p)+, N 1, and so, by (14), B(I”,p), - (-1, IO/k, , 9). By 
Lemma 3, f is an odd number. Therefore, 
(pf _- ])/(p - 1) _ pf~~l +pf-8 .-1- ... i. p + 1 ~~ f = 1 (mod 2)) 
because p is odd. Since N(KP/k,, 0-(E))) == ([~~~rj and [gi:r is a primitive 
(pf ~ l)/(p --- I)-th root of unity, we conclude that -1 4 N(K+‘jk, , .C:(KP)). 
By Lemma 6, - 1 $ X(KP/k, , (KP)“). Consequently, the Hasse invariant 
of B(P, p)&, is equal to 4. Thus we have proved 
[all’, P)lPl r= 0, [B(l’, Phi x 4, (16) 
if 1 # 2 and p splits into two primes in Q({,<). 
Suppose next that I = 2. Then, by Lemma 4, p F -1 (mod 2’). First we 
assume thatp + fl (mod 2”). ‘I’hen, p -- 1 = 2” . t, (2, t) :: 1, 1 -< a < r. 
By the last assertion of Lemma 4, the 2-Sylow subgroup of the cyclic group 
(<,fPl) is generated by a primitive 2’-th root of unity & . Hence, the 2-Sylow 
subgroup of N(Kp/k,, C’(K4)) = (<,“&>, is generated by <CF’, which is a 
primitive 2”+“-th root of unity. Since both i$-‘)” and -<hFP1”’ are 2’ MU f ‘-th 
root of unity, we conclude that neither Y,i?m1”2 nor --<hPP1)‘* belongs to 
N(KP/k, , I;(KP)), and so by Lemma 6, <8?r”“, -<!/ I)” $ N(K+‘/k,, (K+‘)“). 
From (13) and (14), it follows that the Hasse invariants of .~1(2’, p)p and 
B(2’, p)+, are equal to 4. Summarizing, 
[~4(2’,~)/pI -= [W,P)/P] z ;, for p :,z *I (mod2’). (17) 
Assume next that p 1 (mod 2”), and set p - 1 = 2” . t, (2, t) I, c I ., n. 
Then,p’ - 1 = p - 1, i.e., f = 1, and so N(Kp/k, , U(f3’)) = ([K:i) -= t 1, . 
Ifa = c, then <$Pp1)j2 -= -1 $ N(KP/k, , U(KP)). If a > c, then &j;“’ ‘)” :-m 
1 E X(KP/k, , l,T(Kp)). Consequently, from (13) and (14) we conclude 
[A4(2e, p)/$] = g, [B(2”, p)/p] = 0, if p .~~ 1 (mod 2’) 
and p + 1 (mod 2”m+l), (18) 
[42”, PNPI = 0, [B(2C,p)/p] = 4, if p E 1 (mod 2”‘-I). (‘9) 
Thus, for every I, we have calculated the Hasse invariants of A([“, p) and 
B(P, p) at p, provided that p splits into two primes in Q(~c,)/kL,c 
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Now we assume that p is inertial in Q(&,)/K,,, . Then we have 
P-2 1 
(21) 
Suppose that 1 # 2. Set q = N(k,/Q, , p). Then q = pf12 and U(KP) = 
(<,t& = (&+r). Since 2 modx Zc is cyclic, q modx Zc is the only element of 
order 2 in 2 modx Zc, and so q E -1 (mod I”). Consequently, q - 1 G -2 
(mod I”). Let z be an integer such that 2x = 1 (mod I”). Then (q - 1)~ G -1 
(mod Zc). Set q2 - 1 = 2” . h, (2, h) = 1 and q - 1 = 2s * h’, (2, h’) = 1. 
Then, 1 < s < V, and so a primitive 2S+1-th root of unity c2$+1 belongs to 
lJ(KP). Set y = 5fc528+1 . Then, y E U(KP), and y*-l = [$9-1)<izI = -A$‘. 
When we regard the automorphism c of K/k as that of Kp/k, , L is the 
Frobenius automorphism of KP/k, . Hence, (<,+J6 = i$-, , and so ye = yg. 
Consequently, by (3) and (4), we have 
UrnUL = -@L& = yQ--1U& ) 
(Y%J UC = Y%% = UL(YUJ, 
vmvL = yQ-lv,v, ) (Pm) V‘ = Vh%J~ 
Each element of Q(&)P commutes with yum , and each element of k(&,)P 
commutes with u, . Therefore, we have 
8-2 1 
W, P)F, - C C Kpu,vLw > 
u=o w=o 
= C C QG.lp . kkJP(ru,)Y u,” > 
= ;; hJp,,J”] * [; Q(5dp v] 3 
= KYU~)“-~, 4L)pIkp > 9’) Gp h2, Q(l,o)PIk, , 11, 
= CS,“s;: , W’~)pIkp , v), 
where, by (3), uL2 = 1 and 
(yu,)"-l = y'-luz-l = ~f~"-l'~,"~~;:51c(9-l)/2, 
= p-lHD-l)/2p+l 
1c 2s+1 = sg . 
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In the above, note that 22 - 1 = 0 (mod P). Write p - 1 = 2t . y, 
(2, y) = 1, As p - 1 divides 4 - 1 = 2” . h’, it follows that t < s and &! 
is a primitive 2,‘+r-t-th root of unity. On the other hand, U(k(&)p) .z \:[,-i, 
and Wk(&JP/kp , W(S,)P)) = <GE:). It is clear that the 2-Sylow subgroup 
of ({:I;) is (&), and so &: 4 N(k([,)p/k, , U(k(<,)P)). Hence we see that 
[W, PYPI = i> if 1 f 2 and p is inertial in Q(ll<.). 
By the same argument as before, we have 
BP, P), - (b%Jy-l~ 45,)plkP ) VI7 
(YuUm)P-l _ y”+lu,n--l = -{;yl”” 013 2, 1 
<,z, = -p-l Z”f’ . 
(22) 
Consequently, 
B(lc> P)P - A(P, p), @)kp (- 1, JGJPPP ) 9). 
-1 belongs to N(k(&,)P/k,, , U(k(&)P)) = <{:I:), if and only if t < s, i.e., if and 
only if 2(p - 1) divides pfjz - 1. Hence the cyclic algebra (- 1, k(&,)P/kp , 9) 
has Hasse invariant zero at p, if and only if 2( p -- 1) divides pf!z - 1. From 




if 2(p - l)rpf~2 - 1, 
P 1 ‘z> if 2(p-l)/pfp-l, 
provided that 1 # 2 and p is inertial in Q(ltc). 
Suppose last that I x 2. Since we are assuming that p is inertial in 
Q(5~>Pz,e > Lemma 4 implies that p = ~~-1 (mod 2~). Write p + 1 = 2”h. 
We fix a primitive (p” - I)-th root of unity &+r such that ?.$~~l) = [a,: . 
It is easily seen that N(k,/Q,, p) = p and U(KP) = (&,-,). Set y = [$~~2C-‘)h. 
Then yn-1 = <$~~2’-‘)A(P-1) = &‘+*“~’ = -&I. Consequently, by (3) 
U~U, = -&~u~u, = yp-lu,u, , and so (yu,) U, = y%,um = u(yuJ. Here, 
we note that I is the Frobenius automorphism of Ku/k, . So, &,-I = <&, , 
and y” = y”. Each element of Q(<2G)P (resp. k(f&)P) commutes with yum 
(resp. uJ. Therefore we have 
P-l 1 
WC, p)p - 1 c KP(~Q” uk ‘, v=” ,l4 
= [Z %JP WnY] . [C 4?(5,0)p u,y], Y II 
= ((Yu,)~-~, k(MPIk, 7 v) O,c, (1, Q(tJpik, > L), 
- ((-l)“+‘, W,)PIkp > ~1, 
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where by (3), 
(p,)"-l = y"-lu;-l = -5-3-p-1112 = 45(2%2)12, 
= -,;-$-'h = -(-I)* = (-l)h+l. 
By the same argument, we have 
BP”, PIP - (k%P-l~ azJpl~, 9 d, 
(pm)D-l = y"-lvp= --534--p/2) = (-1)“. 
Meanwhile, WGJp) = <L1) and ~(~(CD)P/kp , U(k(&JP)) = (5;::) = (1). 
Thus, we conclude that 
b4(2cv PI/PI = 0, 
and that 
PVC, PI/PI = QT if p = -1 (mod 2”), 
p f- -1 (mod 2c+1), (23) 
L4P? PM1 = $9 [WC9 PYPI = 0, if p E -1 (mod 2c+1). (24) 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF SIMPLE ALGEBRAS FOR p = 2 
Throughout this section, 1 denotes an odd prime number. Set K = Q(clc , 5,) 
andk = k,,, = Q(L + C$>. Then, K = Q(L) 4 k(L’,) and k = Q(L) n k(L). 
The Galois groups B(K/k([,)) and (ti(K/Q(&)) are cyclic of order 2 and 
generated by the automorphisms c and q respectively such that 
Then, 6 = @(K/k) = (L) x (v). Define mappings 0~’ and p from 6 x 8 
into KX by the following formulas: 
oI’(L”gP, 1”‘qP’) = (-$)v’y $6, (25) 
/3’(c?p”, &“‘I+) = (-&)y’y [l( - l)‘, (26) 
(0 < v, PL, v’, P’ < 1) 
a= ;* 
I, 
v + VI < 2, 0, p = 0, 0, p + p’ < 2, 
v + v’ = 2, Y= 1 I, P = 1, 
E= 
I 1, p + p’ = 2. 
It is easily checked that 01’ and F are factor sets of K/k (cf. Zassenhaus 
[12, III, $81). Consider the following crossed products C = C(P, 2) and 
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D = D(P, 2) of K/k with its Galois group 05, and having the factor sets 01’ 
and ,Z3’ respectively: 
C = (N’, K/k) = c Ku0 (direct sum), 
OEOTJ 
u Y = PU “. ” a, u,u, = LY’(g, T) uo7 (x E K; 0, T E 6), 
D = (/3’, K/k) = c Kv, (direct sum), 
OE (5 
2, y IF: pv 0” ” 0, v),v, == p’(a, T) vo7 . 
From the definition of 01’ and ,6’, it follows easily that 
u,u, = -Ql,u, , IA,2 == <,, u,2 = 1, (27) 
Vu,V‘ = -~4vLvm) VL2 = 5.t ) v’,2 = -1. (28) 
The elements clc , 5, , u, and u, generate a finite subgroup G(P, 2) of the 
multiplicative group C(P, 2)x. In fact, G(P, 2) is an extension of the normal 
cyclic subgroup Fl = <& , 5,) by an abelian group isomorphic to 
@Q(& , LJ/k,,,), having the factor set 01’. The crossed product C(Zc, 2) is 
spanned by G(P, 2) with rational coefficients, and so C(P, 2) is isomorphic 
to a simple component of the group algebra Q[C(Z”, 2)]. Similarly, H(ZC, 2) = 
<5v 9 5, 7 v, > v,) is a finite subgroup of D(P, 2)x. The crossed product 
D(Zc, 2) is isomorphic to a simple component of Q[H(Z”, 2)]. 
Now we proceed to calculate the Hasse invariants of C(Zc, 2) and D(Zc, 2). 
If q is a prime ideal of k,,, which divide neither Z nor 2, both C(Z”, 2) and 
D(ZC, 2) have Hasse invariant zero at q, because q is not ramified in 
,0(&c > L)/h,c and the factor sets 01’ and ,k?’ consist of roots of unity. So, we have 
[WC, 2)/q] = [WC, W-d = 0, 
From (27) it follows that 
for qr Z,2. (29) 
The elements u,u{(l - <,) u,}~ (0 < v, Z-L < 1) are linearly independent 
over K. Each element of k(<,) (resp. Q(slc)) commutes with (1 - l,) u, 
(resp. uJ. Therefore, we have 
= (((1 - 5,) uJ2, Q(5,c)ik ~1 01, (um2, 4&)/k, ~1, 
- (2, Q(iJk, ~1, (30) 
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where by (27), {(I - ~Ju~}~ = (1 - &)%,2 = (1 - 5,)25, = & - 2ta2 + td3 = 2, 
and ua2 = 1. By the same argument, we have 
Let p be any prime ideal of k = k,,, , which divides 2. Since k/Q is non- 
ramified at 2, 2 is a prime element of the local field k, . If p is inertial in 
8(&)/k, then the extension Q(&)P/k, is nonramified of degree 2. By the 
definition of Hasse invariant and (30) C(P, 2) has Hasse invariant $ at p. 
If p splits into two primes, then Q(&)P = k, , and so C(P, 2) has Hasse 
invariant zero. Since S(Q(&)/Q) (= 2 modx ZC) is cyclic and Q(Q(&)/k) = 
(- 1 modx I”), p is inertial in Q(i&)/k if and only if - 1 modx Zc E (2 modx Zc), 
i.e., if and only if the order of the cyclic group (2 modx ZC) is even. Con- 
sequently, we have 
(y) = 1;: ;: ;isiz”,?;n, (p I 2) (32) 
where f is the smallest positive integer such that 
2,’ = 1 (mod EC). (33) 
The p-index of the cyclic algebra (-1, k(&)/k, p’) is equal to the order of 
the (local) norm residue symbol (- 1, k(@‘/k+,), which is equal to the norm 
residue symbol (iV(kp/Q2 , -I), k(&)P/Q2). W e see easily that the degree of k, 
over Q2 is even if and only if f = 0 (mod 4). Hence, 
YUQz > -1) = [yl, 
if f = 0 (mod 4), 
otherwise. (34) 
If there exists an element x of k(@’ such that -1 = N(k(tJp/Q, , x) = 
WQ&>/Q2 > WW’/Q&>~ 4, t en h -1 belongs to the norm group 
N(Q2(<,)/Qs , Q2(5Jx). But this is impossible, because it is well-known that 
-1 I WQ&‘JQ2 > Q2(5Jx). (Th’ f 11 is o ows from the fact that the quaternion 
algebra (-1, Q(&), p), p(&) = &l, has Hasse invariant 4 at 2 and a.) 
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Consequently, the order of the norm residue symbol (- 1, K(QP/f&) is equal 
to 2. Taking account of (34), we conclude that the Hasse invariant of the 
cyclic algebra E -= ( - 1, k( {J/k, g’) at p is 
I!: 
i-1 ~ \o, 
if f - 0 (mod 4) 
P - i, otherwise. 
(35) 
Since by (31), D(Z”, 2) N C(P, 2) On E, the formulas (32) and (35) imply that 
if f = 0 (mod 2) and f + 0 (mod 4) 
if f is odd orf X~ 0 (mod 4). (36) 
Let nm be any infinite prime of K,,, . From (30), it follows that 
c(z”, 4 01, k,a - (2, Q(5,c:)““lk,~ y 1)) 
g (2, C/R, p)(p(d-1) =; -d-l), 
- 1. 
We have 
E OS k,m - ( --- 1, k(Q’m/kp, , 9) z (-- 1, CIR, P). 
Thus, we conclude that 
[We, q/p,1 = 0 and [D(P, 2)/p,] = 4. (37) 
Let I be the only prime ideal of k = kc,, which divides 1. First we note that 
(--I, k(i,)lk, ~1 01; kI - 1, 
because the extension k(<,)‘/k~ is nonramified of degree 2 or 1, and -1 is 
a unit. From (31) it follows that 
WC, 2) 0,; k, - W, 4 Ok. 6 > 
and so, 
VW, WI = [W, WI. (38) 
Suppose that Z = 1 (mod 4). Then I decomposes into two primes in k({,)/k, 
and 6(K1/kI) = B(K/k([,)) = (L). Hence we have 
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where by (27), u,a = 5, . We see easily that U(Kt) = (&), where U(K*) 
is the set of roots of unity contained in Kr, whose orders are relatively prime 
to 1. Then, N(K1/kI, U(P)) = (~~-,), and [f-r is a primitive (1 - 1)/2-th 
root of unity. If I = 1 (mod 8), then (I - 1)/2 = 0 (mod 4), and so 
& E ({t,). If 2 = 5 (mod 8), then (I - I)/2 + 0 (mod 4) and so l4 $ (i&). 
Thus we conclude that 
if I = 1 (mod 8), 
if I 3 5 (mod 8). (39) 
Suppose next that 1 = 3 (mod 4). Then 1 is inertial in k([,)/k, and 
B(KI/kl) = @(K/k). We see that U(K1) = (&L~) and q~ is the Frobenius 
automorphism of Kr/kt such that [$-i = <ia-, . We note that Za - 1 = 0 
(mod 8). So, all the primitive 8-th roots of unity are in U(KI). Since Z = 3 
(mod 4), Z - 1 $ 0 (mod 4). So we fix a primitive 8-th root of unity 5s such 
that I$- = 5, . From (27), it follows that 
u,u, = c&J4, = LyU&, ) 
(5s4 u, = L3z%u‘ = %Gf4). 
Each element of k([,)I (resp. Q([rC)i) commutes with &,u, (resp. u,J. So, we have 
W, 2) OK h - i. -i. Ktu,vLrr > 
= c C W’J . Q(5zcY u,%-G~~, 
= i&"> Q(5,J'h 9~1 Olcr (u,', k(5,)'lh , d, 
- (5s25a 3 Q(5,o)'lh , z>, (40) 
where by (27), (&uJ2 = [s2u,2 = [s2[, and uq2 = 1. We write Z - 1 = 
2(1 + 2s). If Z 3 3 (mod 8), then s is even. If 1 = 7 (mod 8), then s is odd. 
Since t4 = t;i--’ = [e2<~8 = ( -1)8[82, it follows that if Z = 3 (mod 8), then 
54 = 12, and that if Z = 7 (mod 8), then & = --&a. So, we have 
5,254 = I;‘> 
if Z E 3 (mod 8), 
7 if Z = 7 (mod 8). (41) 
We see that U(Q(W) = <lz-l> and WQ(5zc)1/kI, U(Q(Sze)t)) = <&>. 
-1 does not belong to ({f-J, because I;;-, is a primitive (I - 1)/2-th root of 
unity and (1 - 1)/2 is odd. So, the cyclic algebra (-1, Q(&,)‘/kI , L) has Hasse 
invariant * at I. From (40) and (41), it follows that 
if 1 = 3 (mod 8), 
if 2 = 7 (mod 8). (42) 
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Thus, by (38), (39) and (42), we have 
5. CONSTRUCTION OF SIMPLE ALGEBRAS FOR p = cc 
Consider the following cyclic algebraF(Z”, co) central over kl,,: 
where L is the automorphism of Q(<lc)/kl,c such that & = 5~~. If I f 2, 
then the elements & , -1, U, generate a finite subgroup G of the multi- 
plicative groupF(P, co)X. In fact, G is the metacyclic group with the following 
relations: 
F(P’, m) is spanned by G with rational coefficients, and so it is isomorphic 
to a simple component ofQ[G]. If 1 :-: 2, then Z-I = (&,; , u,> is the generalized 
quaternion group of order 2 c-l-1 and spans F(2”, a) with rational coefficients. 
So, F(2”, KI) is isomorphic to a simple component of Q[H]. 
For any infinite prime p,,- of k = k,,, , we have 
iv (-1, C/R, P)(P(\,‘-l) z --I -I). 
Therefore, we have 
[F(Z”, m)/pm,] ::= +-. (44) 
Let I be the only prime ideal of k = k,,, which divides 1. For simplicity, 
set K = Q(&). The I-index of the cyclic algebra F(Z”, CO) is equal to the order 
of the (local) norm residue symbol 
(-1, K’lk,) = (WWQ, > --I), K’lQz). 
The extension k/Q is totally ramified at I, and so 
[h : Q,l = P : Ql = j2r-z, 
if Z f 2, 
if Z L 2. 
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Since we have been assuming that [k : Q] > 1, it follows that 
WI/Q, > -1) = pl, if Z=2orE= l(mod4), if I = 3 (mod 4). 
Note that U(Kr) = ({r-r), and that N(Kr/Q, , U(K1)) = ([‘,l_;lr”O-‘> = (I), 
where 1 # 2. Hence if I = 3 (mod 4), then N(kr/Q,, -1) = -1 # N(Kr/Q,, U(K?)), 
and so the order of the norm residue symbol (N(kr/Qr , -l), K’/Q,) is equal 
to 2. Thus we conclude that 
if Z=2orZ= l(mod4), 
if Z = 3 (mod 4). (45) 
For every finite prime q of Zzr,, which does not divide Z, we have 
[V> ~)/Sl = 0, (46) 
because the extension Q([,,)/k,,, is nonramified at q and --I is a unit. 
6. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We are ready to prove the Theorem. For each rational prime number I, 
we have constructed simple algebras A(P,p), B(Zc,p), C(P, 2), D(Zc, 2) and 
F(Zc, co) which are central over k,,, and appear in some Q[G]. Recall that 
throughout this paper we are assuming Zc > 5. If A and B are central simple 
algebras over k = k,,, which appear in group algebras Q[Gj and Q[H] 
respectively, then A OR B appears in Q[G x H]. For each rational prime?, 
g, denotes the number of the primes of k,,, dividing p. We know that g, = 1 
andg, = [k,,, : Q]. If a central simple algebra A over k,,, satisfies the condi- 
tions (i) and (ii) of the Theorem, there exists a set of distinct rational primes 
{PI 3 P2 3.a.t PJ such that A has Hasse invariant =$ at any prime p of k,,, 
dividing one of {pi , p, ,..., p,} and zero elsewhere. By the Hasse’s sum 
theorem, the number of those pi for which g,( is odd is even. Conversely, let 
{Pl , P2 ).**I p,J be any set of distinct rational primes such that the number of 
thosep, for whichg,. is odd is even. Again, by the Hasse’s sum theorem, there 
exists a unique cential division algebra O(p, , p, ,..., p,J over k,,, which has 
Hasse invariant + at any p of kl,, dividing one of {p, , p, ,...,p,} and zero 
elsewhere. Of course, sZ(p, , p, ,..., pn) satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) of 
the Theorem. 
Therefore, in order to prove the “if” part of the Theorem it suffices to 
show that for any p such that g, is even, the central division algebra 0(p) 
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over iz,,, belongs to S,(k,,,), and that for any pair of distinct primes {p,p’} 
such that both g, and g,’ arc odd, Q(p, p’) belongs to S&k,,,). We shall do 
this for the cases 1 := 2, I ~~ 1 (mod 4) and 1 1 3 (mod 4) separately. 
(1) I =: 2. Set k = k,,, Note that [k2,c : Q] --- 2c-2 1; 2. So g, is odd 
if and only if gD = I, i.e., if and only ifp g &5 (mod 8) orp mu- 2. By virtue 
of (5), (7), (8), (9), (17)) (W, (19), (2% (24), (44h (4% (46), and Lemma 4, 
we have the following results: 
42°F P> - Q(P)> 2 I ‘F,, t for p 1: 1 (mod 8),p g 1 (mod 2C+1); 
B(2”, p) $&F(2”, co) - Q(p), 2 1 g, , for p = 1 (mod 2c+1); 
42”T P) -9(2,p), g, = I, for p = 5(mod8); 
W’, P) -Q(2,P), g, = 1, for p =: -5 (mod 8); 
WC, PI - Q(P), ag,, for p = --I (mod 8), p F# -1 (mod 2c+1); 
al(2~,p) c&.F(~~, co) - Q(p), 2 1 g, , for p :- -1 (mod 2” r); 
F(2’, ‘72) - Q(co), 2lgct for p = a. 
From these formulas, it follows readily that for every p such that g, is even, 
Q(p) E S,(k,,,), and that for every pair of distinct primes {p, p’j such that 
g, 1:- g,r = 1, sZ(p, p’) E S,(k,,,). For instande, if p = 5 (mod 8) and 
p’ := -5 (mod 8), then 12(2”, p) @)/, B(2’, p’) - Q(p, p’), and so on. Thus, 
the “if” part of the Theorem is proved for I = 2. 
Suppose that I f 2. For a rational prime number p(# I), f, denotes the 
smallest positive integer such that pfn = 1 (mod I”), and set gD’ = 
(1 ~ 1) Zc-l/fD : v(l’)/f, . Then g, = gp’ or 2g, = g,‘. From Lemma 2, 
it follows easily that g,’ is even if and only if (p/Z) = 1. 1Ve shall use the 
following well-known formulas: 
if, = !‘;I (~1)ll~-l,/allil~- l,/%l, (1 + p; I, p :jl’ 2), (47) 
(11) Z m:e 1 (mod 4). Since g, = [k,,, : Q] = ZC-r(Z - 1)/2, g, is even. 
By (44), (45) and (46), we have 
W, a) - Q(oo), vi&. 
Assume that p # 2. If f, is odd, then (p/Z) = 1 and 4 divides gD’, and so 
2 divides g, . Iff, is even, then by Lemma 3, any prime p of k = k,,, dividing 
p is inertial in Q(&). So, iff, is even and (p/Z) = I, then ,gn = gD’, and this 
is even. If f, is even and (p/Z) = --- 1, then gD = g,’ , and this is odd. From 
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(47), it follows that (Z/p) = (p/Z). Th ere ore, f by virtue of (5) (6), (8), (9), 
(16), (22), (44), (45) and (46), we have 
~(10,~) &F(P, co) -Q(p), 2 lg, for 2 rf,,p = 1 (mod 4); 
WC> P> - Q(P), 2 1 g, for 2 7 f, , p = -1 (mod 4); 
we9 P) - Q(P), 21g,for2/f,, (Z/p) = I,p- 1 (mod4); 
A(Zc,p) @kF(Zc, co) - Q(p), 2 I g, for 2 If,, (Z/P) = 1, P = -1 (mod 4); 
WC, P) - fJ(Z, P), 2Tg,for2lf,,(Z/p)=-l,p=l(mod4); 
A(ZC,p) &F(Zc, co) - Q(Z,p), 2 rg, for 2 If, , (Z/p) = -1, p = -1 (mod 4). 
Assume that p = 2. Suppose further that Z = 1 (mod 8). By (48), g,’ is even. 
So, if fi is even, then g, = g,’ and this is even. If fi is odd, then 4 divides g,’ 
and so 2 divides g, . Suppose that 1 = 5 (mod 8). By (48), g,’ is odd, a fortiori 
g, is odd. From (29), (32), (36), (37) and (43), we conclude that 
C(Z”, 2) - Q(2), 2 1 g, for 1 3 1 (mod S), 2 1 fi; 
D(Zc, 2) gl, F(ZC, co) - Q(2), 2 1 g, for 1 = 1 (mod 8), 2 + fi; 
C(ZC, 2) - QV, 21, 2fg, for I5 (mod8). 
Thus, for any rational prime p, if g, is even, then Q(p) E So(kr,,), and if g, 
is odd, then 52(Z, p) E S&k,,,). From these facts, the “if” part of the Theorem 
is easily proved for Z = 1 (mod 4). 
(III) Z E 3 (mod 4). In this case, [kr,, : Q] = Zc-l(Z - 1)/2, and this 
is odd. So, for every rational primep, g, is odd. By (44), (45) and (46), we have 
WC, ~0) - Q(Z, co). (4% 
From Lemma 2, it follows readily that (p/Z) = 1 if and only if g,’ is even, i.e., 
if and only iff, is odd. By (47) if (Z/p) = 1 andp = 1 (mod 4), then (p/Z) = 1. 
Also, if (Z/p) = -1 andp = 3 (mod 4), then (p/Z) = 1. Otherwise (p/Z) = -1 
(p + 2). From (5), (6), (8), (9), (16) and (22), we have 
WC, P> - Q(P, m>, for (Z/p) = 1 and p E 1 (mod 4); 
A(ZC,p) - G(p, co), for (Z/p) = 1 and p = 3 (mod 4); 
w, P) - w9 P), for (Z/p) = -1 and p = 1 (mod 4); 
BP, P) - J-44 P), for (Z/p) = -1 and p = 3 (mod 4). 
If Z G 3 (mod 8), it follows from (48) that fi is even. If 1 3 7 (mod 8), 
f2 is odd. Hence, by (29), (32), (36), (37) and (43), we have 
WC, 2) - J-w, 9, for Z = 3 (mod 8); 
WC, 2) - w, m>, for 1 = 7 (mod 8). 
48112312-13 
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Thus, we have shown that for every rational prime p (# I, co), either 
Q(Z,p) E S,(k,,,) or Q(p,~o) E S,(k,,,). By (49), we know that Q(l,co) E S,(k,,,). 
From these facts, we see easily that for any pair of rational primes {p, p’} 
(p # p’), Q(p, p’) belongs to SB(k,,,). For instance, ifp (f 1, co) is any prime 
such that Q(p, 03) E S,(k,,,), then Q(1, p) N Q(p, co) @,i sZ(I, co) E S,(k,,,), 
where k = k,,, . If p and p’ are distinct primes such that p, p’ 1: 1, co, 
Q(p, ~0) t S,(kd, Q(4 P’) E Sdkl,J, then 
Q( P, P’) - Q(P, mo) Ok -Q(h P’) c3,c Q(L a) E S,(k,,,), 
etc. Thus the “if” part of the Theorem is proved for I cm- 3 (mod 4). 
As for the “only if” part of the Theorem, the condition (i) follows from the 
Brauer-Speiser theorem, and the condition (ii) has been proved in [2]. The 
proof of the Theorem is completed. 
Remark 1. Let Q( d%) be a real quadratic field such that m is square free 
and m ::I 3 (mod 4). Then, there exists a prime number 1 such that 1 divides 
m and 1 3 (mod 4). The extension Q( d\/m)/Q is ramified at 1 of degree 2. 
Let il be a simple algebra central over k : O( d/m) and I the prime of k 
dividing 1. If d appears in some Q[G], il @,, k, appears in Q,[G]. Hence, by 
[II, Theorem I], the l-index of -4 divides (I - 1)/2. Since I ~~~ 3 (mod 4), 
(I -- 1)/2 is odd. On the other hand, the Brauer-Speiser theorem implies 
that the l-index of .4 divides 2. Consequently, the Hasse invariant of rl at 1 
is equal to zero. Thus the statement of the Theorem does not hold for any 
real quadratic field Q( z/m), m 3 (mod4). 
Remark 2. Let k be a subfield of a cyclotomic extension of Q. In [2], the 
Schur subgroup S’(k) is defined as the subgroup of the Brauer group Br(k) 
consisting of those algebra classes which contain a simple component of k[G] 
for some finite group G. Our Theorem implies that a class {Al of Br(k,,,) 
belongs to S(k,.,) if and only if {A] has Hasse invariant zero or fr at every 
prime p of k,,, , c and for any rational prime p, ,-4) has the same Hasse invariant 
at all the primes p of k,.,. div-iding p. 
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